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Abstract—To close the wide gap between the exploding information world and individual human knowledge, we have investigated a multi-modal interaction strategy called Mind Probing in which a system proactively acts on the user and then estimates his/her internal state by analyzing his/her reaction. We have also developed a system, Info-concierge, that can probe the latent interest of the user, make him/her aware of it, and proactively provide sensible information. The system uses the core techniques of Mind Probing through speech and gaze recognition. In this paper, we present the interaction flow, the core techniques, and a field trial of Info-concierge.

I. INTRODUCTION

People are inundated with enormous volumes of information and face difficulty in finding the information they desire. To get this information, they need to have a clear target and to master a keyword/command-based interface. Otherwise, they might become frustrated. The problem has been observed among not only particular generations but also whole generations. That is to say, the digital divide has become widespread. Therefore, interactive support by a well-informed agent such as a concierge of a luxury hotel might effectively alleviate their concerns (see Fig.1). Our work aims at creating a concierge system that can probe the latent interest of a user, make him/her aware of it, and proactively provide sensible information. We call this system Info-concierge. Based on interaction with the system, the user can explore something that is on his/her mind and arrive at a target that satisfies his/her interest and information demands.

Conventional interactive systems (e.g., MIT VOYAGER [1], ALICE [2], and existing web search engines) use a reactive interaction strategy. These reactive systems can respond only to specific commands from the user. This strategy is not effective when the user is not aware of his/her own internal state (such as interest or intention). To go beyond reactive interaction, some researchers have proposed statistical analysis methods to estimate the user’s internal state by passively sensing subconscious or non-verbal behaviors [3]. However, it is difficult even for a human to estimate internal states using only passive sensing.

How do people infer the internal state of others? Our research is inspired by basic scenes of interaction that occur in everyday life. To understand the conversational partner’s internal state, people proactively act on the partner via verbal and non-verbal behaviors, such as by bringing up general topics or establishing eye contact, and thereafter sense the partner’s reaction; proactive approaches encourage the partner to reveal his/her internal state through reply timing, gaze behavior, and so on[4]. Using the analogy of proactive interaction, the system should elicit the user’s reaction on its own initiative through multi-modal interaction, and estimate his/her internal state by analyzing his/her reaction. We call this internal state estimation strategy based on the proactive interaction Mind Probing. In this study, we incorporate some sorts of methods based on Mind Probing into Info-concierge. All of them are the result of the “New IT Infrastructures for Information Explosion Era (Info-plosion)” research project funded by the MEXT Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research in Priority Areas.
The system presents some visual content on a large screen display and supplementary audio information via a speaker; the user compares the pieces of content and selects a preferred one (under his/her knowledge constraints). We humans often face a situation in which we are presented with many news articles and wish to make a choice (e.g., on yahoo.com, amazon.com, and so on); however, most of us cannot make this decision easily. We believe that the interactive support provided by the system will be helpful to a hesitant user. If the system provides some detailed information or recommendation adapted to the user’s interests, it can reduce his/her ambivalence. To achieve effective support and natural interaction with a novice user, the system should sense his/her interest using non-intrusive devices [5], namely a camera and a microphone; and employ an anthropomorphic agent who provides natural, appropriate information on the screen [6], [7]. In this work, we attempt to estimate which content the user is interested in by eliciting user’s gaze and speech behaviors.

B. Content

Info-concierge holds many pieces of content within a certain field. Each piece of content consists of several pages worth of articles and textual explanations. The system displays up to four pieces of content on the screen at the same time (the screen is divided into four equivalent areas) and outputs the textual explanation with a text-to-speech synthesis program. The agent is displayed in the center area of the screen. All content is classified into several categories based on their similarities. The calculation of similarity is based on the matching of keywords included in each piece of content.

The Info-concierge system was installed at the entrance of a poster presentation venue at a research conference; this provides an example of implementation. Fifty research topics on human communication were presented in the form of posters at the venue. These topics were classified into eight categories based on their similarities: interaction dynamics, proactive interaction, speech recognition, motion and behavior recognition, natural gesture synthesis, human-human communication support, life activity support, and multi-party communication analysis. Info-concierge estimated which research topic the user was interested in via a multi-modal interaction, and recommended related topics or guided the user to a specific poster presentation site.

C. Interaction flow

The interaction flow consists of six phases: zapping support, gaze calibration, awareness support, interest estimation, intent confirmation, and recommendation phase, as shown in Fig.3. The details of the interaction techniques are shown in Section III.

1) Zapping support phase (initial presentation phase): When people make a choice from various pieces of content, most of them will first glance over the entire set of available choices. They cannot easily request anything from information service systems without knowing what they are provided with. We therefore introduce a proactive interaction that supports zapping (a process in which the user quickly changes his/her attention) of the user to Info-concierge. In the first phase, wherein the system proactively enumerates the eight research categories, the user selects an attractive category and indicates it using speech. The system recognizes the utterance’s intention in view of the user’s response timing during the enumeration [8].

2) Gaze calibration phase (initial presentation phase): After the zapping support, the system presents four representative research topics from the chosen category. In the second phase, the system shows the first article for each topic, and at the same time, calibrates spatial parameters to compute the user’s gaze position on the screen. Gaze tracking is an important process to monitor if one is to understand a user’s internal state. To improve the tracking accuracy, the system
displays the four articles in one area after another and draws the user’s gaze reactions to the display events [9]; it then derives a mapping between the display areas and the spatial directions of the reactions.

3) Awareness support phase: At the beginning of the interaction, too much proactivity from the system may wilt the user. The system needs to attract the user and elicit his/her interest subconsciously for a while. We apply synchronous imitation of a user’s gaze behavior to make latent interest explicit in the third phase. This imitation makes the user aware of his/her own interest, that is, it supports the self-awareness of interest [10]. The system can roughly estimate which research topic the user is interested in because the imitation elicits the user’s gaze behavior, which reflects his/her interest.

4) Interest estimation phase (explanation phase): The system then talks about the topic of the interest in detail. During this time, the user does not always pay attention to the explanation of the topic. When the user is not engaged in the conversation on the topic, the system should change the topic. We focus on joint attention, i.e., keeping the user’s visual attention on the content corresponding to the agent’s speech explanation, as a behavior displaying engagement. The system estimates engagement using the correlation between the system’s utterances and the user’s gaze behaviors [11]. Next, the system determines whether or not the user is interested in the content of the agent’s speech explanation. When the user is not engaged with the explanation, the system updates the visual content of the explanation and observes the user’s gaze reaction; it then estimates interest using the timing structures between content-display updates and gaze reactions [12]. The system changes the explanation topic if the user does not quickly react. Otherwise, the system continues to talk about the topic.

5) Intent confirmation phase (explanation phase): It is not easy to estimate interest using only the user’s gaze reactions. To elicit an overt response reflecting the user’s internal state, we focus on the agent’s gaze behavior at interactionally significant places [13]. Specifically, the system turns the agent’s gaze toward the user at the point at which it finishes a sentential unit when questioning or recommending. In this manner, the system confirms the elicited intent based on the response.

6) Recommendation phase: After a series of proactive interactions based on Mind Probing, the system determines whether or not to recommend four research topics related to the user’s interest. In the previous phase, the system asked the user whether s/he would like to proceed to detailed information regarding the topics after the system had finished the explanation of a research topic. If the user does not quickly respond to the question, the system proactively acts on the user by casually asking again or giving additional information on the topic. If the user immediately accepts the offer, the system presents the related topics by transiting to the gaze calibration phase, otherwise it explains the remaining article topics on the screen by transiting to the interest estimation phase.

III. MIND PROBING-BASED INTERACTION IN INFO-CONCIERGE

A. Intent recognition using timing of user response during enumeration of content [8] (zapping support)

In human-agent interaction systems, users prefer to be able to speak at anytime and use natural expressions. However, users cannot easily request anything if they do not know the information content on the system. In this case, a proactive presentation of the samples, i.e., a subspace of information on the system, to the user is effective. We have designed an interaction in which a user makes a choice from various pieces of content while the system enumerates them one by one.

The system’s ability to read out each piece of content from a list is important for two reasons. First, the user can indicate a choice via timing information, which can be detected robustly. The results for barge-in timing are more reliable than automatic speech recognition (ASR) results in many cases. Second, this interaction often appears when a system displays retrieval results in the information retrieval task; this is a promising task in the conversational dialogue systems developed at several companies such as Microsoft [14] and Google1.

For example, the system and the user might interact as follows:

System: There are eight categories that I would suggest. “Research on interaction dynamics”, “Research on proactive interaction”, ...
User: That one.
System: OK, you mean “Research on proactive interaction”. First, I’ll present four research topics in that category.

In this example, the user barges into the utterance of the system while it reads out “Research on proactive interaction”. The system identifies the user’s referent, that is, what s/he indicates by “That one”. The system can recognize that the user selected “Research on proactive interaction” by focusing on the barge-in timing of the user utterance.

Matsuyama et al. [8] investigated the timing distribution of user utterances containing referential expressions. They defined barge-in timing as the time difference between when the system utterance starts and when the user utterance starts. As a consequence, the average barge-in time, $T_{\text{bargein}}$, was 1.2 seconds when the system enumerated content titles with an average utterance time, $T_{\text{enum}}$, of 0.73 seconds and a pause time, $T_{\text{pause}}$, between the enumerated content of 1.0 seconds. On another condition, the relationship was $T_{\text{bargein}} = 2.2$ seconds for $T_{\text{enum}} = 5.27$ seconds and $T_{\text{pause}} = 2.0$ seconds. That is, the user’s utterance timing has a high correlation with the temporal parameters of the system’s utterance. They postulated that the users needed to listen to at least some portion of the system’s utterance regarding the target content before s/he would decide to select it.

1http://www.google.com/goog411/
The users utter not only referential expressions, but also content expressions containing the content title such as “Research on proactive interaction”. They often use the referential expressions when the enumerated content title is long (in time) or contains unknown words. On the other hand, they tend to use content expressions when the enumerated content title is short or when they are barging in to indicate previous system’s utterances. We therefore integrate the two different information sources for barge-in timing and symbolic ASR results to recognize the user’s intent.

In practice, Info-concierge visually and aurally enumerates the eight research categories at $T_{pause}$-second intervals. We estimate $T_{bargein}^i$ from the value of $T_{enum}^i$ of their titles based on the above correlation, and allow the user to indicate a category $i$ using the referential expression from $t_{i, begin} + T_{bargein} - \sigma$ to $t_{i+1, begin} + T_{bargein} - \sigma$. Here, $t_{i, begin}$ denotes the beginning time, the time at which the system begins to enumerate category $i$; $\sigma$ is empirically set based on individual variation.

### B. Gaze Probing: Event-based estimation of objects being focused on [9] (gaze calibration)

Knowing which content the user turns his/her visual attention (eye-gaze) toward on the screen is crucial to understanding his/her interest. Most existing eye-gaze tracking methods need to learn a mapping between artificial visual targets and gaze directions (including calculation error), what is called gaze calibration. This is a troublesome and unnatural interaction with the user for Info-concierge to engage in. To realize subconscious and stable calibration, we apply Gaze Probing, which is based both on a dynamic presentation of content, and on a timing measurement of the user’s gaze reactions, to gaze calibration at the beginning part of interaction.

Gaze Probing was proposed by Yonetani et al. It is an event-based method for estimating the target object of the user gaze using “designed dynamic content” [9]. They used the synchronization of motion between objects and the user eyes as a cue. The majority of existing eye-gaze tracking methods perform a direct comparison between the positions of the objects on a screen and the user’s eye-gaze directions. Estimating an eye-gaze direction requires a tradeoff between accuracy and the user’s freedom of movement. Active sensing techniques, e.g., the pupil center corneal reflection (PCCR) technique using an infra-red camera and a light source, can obtain more accurate estimation, but apply some constrains to the user’s head orientation and position. On the other hand, reactive sensing techniques that involve the use of a visible camera allow freer user movement in exchange for a larger margin of error. The latter is more appropriate in our assumption.

In the original formulation of Gaze Probing, an event is defined as a characteristic translation pattern of visual content. The event is embedded in the dynamics of content. The pattern basically consists of stopping within a certain time and scrolling in the horizontal direction with a constant speed. When content begins to scroll, the movement causes an expressive gaze reaction. Gaze Probing evaluates the synchronization between events and gaze reactions; the evaluation itself is based on the temporal distance between the starting point of each event and that of each eye movement.

Info-concierge presents four articles (the first from each of the four topics) on the screen, all of which belong to the research category selected by the user during the zapping support phase. The articles are displayed in one area after another, from the top left to the bottom right at an interval of $T_{interval}$ seconds. We regard the pop-up of the article as an event; we consider the user’s gaze reaction to the event as the trigger for gaze calibration (see Fig.4). That is, the system detects the largest eye movement within $T_{gazeprobe}$ seconds after the event. The calibration is based on a mapping between the centroid of the content area and that of several gaze positions computed using a reactive sensing technique after the trigger. As the system displays four pieces of content at the same time, an affine transformation from four centroid sets is derived as a mapping function.

### C. Gaze Mirroring: Imitation of gaze behavior for making user’s latent interest explicit [10] (awareness support)

Proactive interaction is considered a core technique in Info-concierge. However, a very ‘busy’ approach may be annoying to the user at the beginning of the interaction (This is often experienced when one is abruptly approached by salesclerks right after entering a store). We believe that the system must ’keep its eye’ on the user’s behavior and attract him/her before asking questions. Also, it is more socially acceptable make the user’s interest more explicit before explaining in detail or making recommendations.

Park et al. proposed a human-agent interaction called Gaze Mirroring that makes a user’s latent interest explicit [10]. It is an imitation of the gaze behavior between a user and
an anthropomorphic agent. In other words, Gaze Mirroring is a kind of biofeedback. The agent turns its gaze toward the object of the user gaze synchronously (see Fig. 5). The imitation makes the user subconsciously aware of his/her own gaze behavior.

The user may establish joint attention with the agent through Gaze Mirroring. Joint attention is a process in which one shares an object of interest with others and understands others’ mind [15]. The user may also be involved in joint attention with him/herself because the agent acts as an avatar, much like a mirror image, of the user. Therefore, the understanding of others’ mind through joint attention can be transformed into self-understanding. In this way, it is possible to make the user aware of his/her own latent interest.

If the user interacts with the system as s/he would in human-human communication, joint attention will be able to influence the user’s behavior. Park et al. demonstrated the effects of Gaze Mirroring experimentally: they elicited gaze behavior reflecting interest. The subjects gazed longer at an object of their interest. In cases in which the users were gazing at their object of interest, they would not feel stressed by the imitation. Thus, the user felt affinity with the agent and continued joint attention with the agent. On the other hand, in the case of no interest, the users would turn their gaze away to suggest their indifference. The interaction model is outlined in Fig. 6. Gaze Mirroring is either executed for $T_{\text{mirror}}$ seconds or is aborted when the accumulated duration of gaze at a piece of content is sufficiently larger than for the other content, e.g., when it exceeds 50% of the execution time. Info-concierge roughly estimates the user’s interest based on the accumulated duration, and then begins talking about the topic of interest.


In face-to-face conversations, speakers sometimes glance at a listener and check whether the listener is engaged in the conversation. Listeners display their engagement through verbal/nonverbal behaviors such as back-channeling and eye contact. When the listener is not fully engaged in the conversation, the speaker changes the conversational content or strategy.

This engagement checking process is fundamental and indispensable not only in face-to-face conversation, but also in human-agent communication. If the communication channel between the user and the agent is not well set, information presented by the system will not be properly conveyed to the user. If the system can monitor the user’s attention to the conversation and detect whether the user is engaged or not engaged in the conversation, then the system can adapt its behaviors and communication strategies to the user’s state. For instance, if the user is not engaged in the conversation, the system may need to attract the user’s attention by changing the conversation topic.

Nakano et al. [11] collected a conversation corpus and made a subjective evaluation of the degree of engagement in the user-agent communication to find the engagement and disengagement patterns of users’ behaviors. They focused on the users’ gaze behaviors and analyzed 3-grams of gaze direction transition using 4 labels: looking at the content of the agent’s speech explanation, looking at the agent’s head, looking at the agent’s body, and looking at the other content. The first label indicates whether joint attention is established between the user and the agent.

As the results of the analysis (including a comparison with the subjective evaluation), 3-grams with a lower degree of engagement did not have the first label, i.e., looking at the content of the agent’s speech explanation, whereas those with a higher degree did not have the second and fourth label, i.e., looking at the agent’s head and at the other content. This suggests that establishing the joint attention is an indispensable way of estimating a user’s conversational engagement. We applied this basic theory to Info-concierge, which estimates engagement based on the duration of joint attention for a certain time period, $T_{\text{engage}}$. For instance, when the duration exceeds 50% of $T_{\text{engage}}$, the system judges the engagement as high (see Fig. 7 (a)).
E. Interest estimation using timing structures between proactive content-display updates and eye movements [12] (interest estimation)

After engagement estimation, the system needs to determine whether or not the user is interested in the content of the agent’s speech explanation, so as to control the conversation topic. As a method of estimating a visual object of interest for a user, Hirayama et al. employed proactive content-display updates in which the system displayed the articles making up the content, one after another, on the screen [12].

They focused on the relationship between the dynamics of the content-display updates and the user’s gaze reactions, and thereby defined two temporal features that relate to covert attention.

- **Reaction**: the response time to switch the gaze to the next update which occurs in a different part of user’s visual field.
- **Resistance**: the duration the gaze fixes on the previously updated content, regardless of the next update. This has same value as reaction, but is defined in terms of the previously gazed content.

They made the following hypothesis. The reaction will be shorter or the resistance will be longer for the interesting content. Some experimental results support the hypothesis regarding resistance. They confirmed that under dynamic content presentation the temporal features can be more efficiently used to estimate the interest of the user than the conventional features such as gaze duration and frequency.

Based on their results, the user is not easily aware of the other content updates around the gaze content, if the content attracts strong interest. Even if the surrounding content update seems to cause exogenous eye movement, it will have almost no influence on the user’s behavior. Info-concierge therefore switches the article of the agent’s speech explanation when the user is not engaged in the explanation, i.e., when the user turns his/her attention to the surroundings of the article (see Fig.7 (b) and (c)). The system then switches the explanation topic to the user’s gaze article if the user does not return his/her gaze to the article being explained within a certain number of seconds, $T_{interest}$, i.e., when the user is not interested in the article (see Fig.7 (c) and (d)). On the other hand, when the user is engaged in the explanation or immediately returns, the system continues to talk about the topic while estimating engagement and updating visual content frequently.

F. Intent elicitation by turning agent gaze at transition relevance places [13] (intent confirmation)

Mind Probing cannot completely estimate a user’s interest because of the complexities of human mind, although it has more accurate performance than passive sensing-based methods. The concierge system needs to elicit user’s real intent from the clue given by its rough estimation result. That is, the system needs to confirm which content the user would like to select; this should be done through proactive interaction. We focus again on proactive gaze behavior as a way to elicit a user’s reaction, which reflects intent.

Kuno et al. [13] investigated how human guides coordinate their behavior with their talk when explaining exhibits to visitors with the aim of designing a museum guide robot. In particular, they analyzed at what points during the talk the guides turned their heads toward the visitors. Consequently, they noted transition relevance places (TRPs) which are the points at which a speaker is likely to hand over the turn to a listener, such as upon finishing a sentential unit. That is, TRPs are the most frequent point at which the guides turn their gaze toward the visitors.

The guide may be able to check the visitor’s understanding or non-understanding by turning his/her head, as well as confirm whether the visitor is listening. In addition to TRPs, the guides turn their head toward the visitors when saying key terms. The head movement again allows the guide to check the visitor’s visible displays of understanding.
Based on the results of their experiment using human guides, they developed a robot that moves its head while explaining two posters. Using the above interactionally significant points for head movements, they examined how visitors responded to the robot’s head movements. They analyzed the experimental subjects’ behaviors that started within one second of the robot finishing the turn of its head; they found two typical movements: nodding and mutual gaze. When the robot turned toward the subjects, they often made vertical head movements. The subject nodding may display an attempt to show understanding of the explanation. Furthermore, when nodding occurs at TRPs, it may function as a “continuer”, or request to keep the explanation going. Second, subjects often gazed toward the robot from the poster almost as soon as the robot turned toward the subject (from the poster) during the explanation. This kind of behavior is regarded as mutual gaze as it seems to reveal the subjects’ attempts to engage with the poster in concert with the robot. These behaviors increased when the robot turned its head toward the subjects at interactionally significant places, i.e., TRPs.

This result suggests that Info-concierge should elicit the user’s overt response (reflecting an internal state) by this kind of proactive gaze behavior. The system therefore turns the agent’s gaze toward the user at TRPs when questioning, e.g., “This topic looks interesting. Would you like to take my recommendation?” in this phase (see Fig.8).

G. Switching of recommendation strategy according to user’s reaction [16] (recommendation)

During a period of proactive interaction flow based on Mind Probing, the system determines whether or not to recommend four research topics related to the most interesting (as determined by the system) topic on the screen. The four topics are extracted in accordance with a map of interest, which has distances based on the reciprocal of the similarities between the topics. The distances are weighted by degrees of non-interest for topics on the screen. The degrees are derived from a relative frequency distribution for the user not turning his/her gaze toward each piece of content in the awareness support phase and the interest estimation phase.

In the previous phase, the system asked the user about the recommendation after the system had finished its explanation of all of the articles of a research topic. If the user did not respond to the offer within $T_{recommend}$ seconds, the system proactively acts on the user either by asking a question such as “How do you like this?” to prompt his/her response, or by giving additional information on the topic. If the user immediately accepted the offer, the system presents the related topics by transiting to the gaze calibration phase, otherwise it explains the remaining articles (the other content) on the screen by transiting to the interest estimation phase.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF INFO-CONCIERGE

A. Module organization

Info-concierge is composed of five modules: speech recognition, gaze tracking, content presentation, content management, and interaction management module.

The interaction management module exchanges information with other modules (see Fig.9), and starts to communicate with the user when s/he appears in front of the Info-concierge; in concrete terms, when the gaze tracking module detects the face of a user. They interact at a distance of approximately 1.5 m. The sensing modules measure the user’s utterances and eye movements using non-intrusive devices (a microphone located in front of the screen and a camera located under the screen) to achieve natural human-computer interaction. The content presentation module is composed of a large display and stereo speakers. The following sections explain each module in detail.

B. Speech recognition module

The Info-concierge recognizes user utterances using Julius [17], which is an open-source, high-performance speech recog-
nition software package for both academic research and industrial applications. It incorporates influential, state-of-the-art speech recognition techniques. For the input of a live audio stream, Julius first performs auto-splitting the input based on long pauses detected using energy and zero-cross thresholds. Julius then performs a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition task (LVCSR), which is processed effectively in real-time on low-spec PCs. It is also quite versatile and scalable.

We can easily build a speech recognition system by combining a language model and an acoustic model for the task, from a simple word recognition to a LVCSR task with tens of thousands of words. Julius supports various types of language model such as N-gram model, rule-based grammars, and a simple word list for isolated word recognition. Acoustic models should be of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) type defined for sub-word units.

Applications can interact with Julius in two ways: socket-based server-client messaging and function-based library embedding. We apply the former to Info-concierge. In either case, the recognition results will be fed into the application as soon as the recognition process ends for an input. The Info-concierge can get the live status of, create statistics from, and control the Julius engine.

C. Gaze tracking module

The Info-concierge tracks the user gaze in four stages: face detection, estimation of face orientation, iris detection, and estimation of gaze direction.

First, the user’s face is detected using the Intel OpenCV library, using Haar-like filters. Facial features (45 points) are extracted using the Active Appearance Model (AAM) algorithm [18]. The AAM is a statistical subspace model of shape and appearance. The system has an AAM trained using 150 face images of ten subjects. The face images of each subject were captured under 15 rotations of the head.

Next, a 3D face shape model is fitted onto the AAM by the bundle adjustment [19]; in fact, the translation and rotation parameters are optimized using the steepest descent method. The 3D model consists of 45 feature points, eyeball centers, and iris radius, which were measured using stereo cameras; their values are the average values for the ten subjects. The 3D position of the user’s face is estimated as a result of the fitting. The irises are extracted by matching iris templates generated from the iris radius. Then, their 3D positions are estimated based on the eyeball centers and the iris radius.

After a straight line running through both the eyeball center and the iris center has been computed, its intersection with the display plane indicates the gaze position. The accuracy of gaze estimation is about 5 degrees (= about 10 cm on the screen) in real time (= about 30 fps\(^6\)). The gaze position is corrected using the mapping function learned during the gaze calibration phase.

The gaze tracking module sends its estimation result to the interaction management module via socket communication.

D. Content presentation module

The Info-concierge provides visual and audio information using our software based on Win32API. The screen, whose size is 1106 mm (1920 pixels) in height and 622 mm (1080 pixels) in width, is divided into four peripheral areas and an intermediate area. The system displays an article in each peripheral area (720 pixels in height and 405 pixels in width), and the anthropomorphic agent in the intermediate area. Each piece of content (each research topic) consists of five pages worth of articles.

We adopt a simple design using only the eyeballs in the agent’s aspect. We suppose that the simple agent’s aspect allows effective expression of the mirroring interaction. The system establishes joint attention by expressing the approach movement of the eyeballs toward each article. Although the agent would be able to express the gaze behavior by moving only the irises (without the approach movement), it is possible that the user will not be aware of Gaze Mirroring, because the visual variations are not large. As mentioned in the previous section, the gaze estimation accuracy is about 10 cm on the screen. To accurately estimate which article the user fixes his/her gaze on, each peripheral area is located at an interval of approximately 20 cm.

The system synthesizes the agent’s speech explanation from text using the HOYA VoiceText engine SDK\(^7\). The text explaining each article contains about 100 characters in Japanese. It takes approximately 20 seconds to read.

The content presentation module is embedded in the interaction management module in the implementation and communicates with the content management module using a function-based library.

E. Content management module

The content management module receives gaze distribution on the screen (the degrees of interest) from the interaction management module and updates the distances between topics based on the distribution. The module then selects four topics (according to the distances) from a content database, that is, four topics similar to the most interesting topic on the screen.

The content management module is embedded in both the interaction management module and the content presentation module.

F. Interaction management module

The interaction management module has a timer to manage the flow of the interaction. This module receives keywords from the speech recognition module and eye movements from the gaze tracking module, and exchanges content and gaze distribution with content handle modules. The concrete behaviors of this module are described in Section III.

V. FIELD TRIAL

This section presents a demonstration of Info-concierge and the parameters embedded in the demonstration system.

---

\(^6\)CPU: Core i7 2.93 GHz, Memory: 4 GB, OS: Windows 7

\(^7\)Japanese female voice “SAYAKA”
We demonstrated the Info-concierge at the “New IT Infrastructures for Information Explosion Era (Info-plosion)” research project symposium on March 10 and 11, 2011 in Tokyo, Japan. Fig.10 shows the scene of the demonstration. We also demonstrated another type of Info-concierge which provides information on social topics (ex. the electric cars are environmentally friendly?). Using this Info-concierge, users can understand their topics from various viewpoints and arrive at surprising information. We used the WISDOM system [20] that analyzes credibility of web information, to create the social content.

Approximately 30 people visited our site over the course of seven hours (without any breaks). Most of the visitors were researchers and had some discussions with us regarding the system while interacting with it. The average duration of interaction was about five minutes (excluding the duration of any discussion with the demonstrator). Some visitors could not have a smooth interaction with the system because of gaze tracking errors and ambient noises.

The system parameters of each phase were defined as follows:

- **Zapping support:** $T_{\text{pause}} = 3.0, T_{\text{enum}} = 3.0$,
- **Gaze calibration:** $T_{\text{interval}} = 3.0, T_{\text{gazeprobe}} = 0.5$,
- **Awareness support:** $T_{\text{mirror}} = 15.0$,
- **Interest estimation:** $T_{\text{engage}} = 20.0, T_{\text{interest}} = 1.0$,
- **Recommendation:** $T_{\text{recommend}} = 10.0$.

We received high praise from many visitors, including from non-HCI researchers. They noted the effectiveness of both the sensing of the user gaze and the reaction timing. On the other hand, a number of visitors commented on the following need for improvements: the system should react to user utterances at any time, the system should contribute to a more varied dialogue, and the system should have access to the wealth of information available on the Internet.

We believe rich human-computer interaction contributes to a closing of the gap between the information world and the physical world. To achieve this goal, we have proposed a multi-modal interaction strategy called Mind Probing which consists of proactively acting on the user and estimating his/her internal state based on his/her reactions (without waiting for any commands from the user), and developed Info-concierge composed of interaction techniques based on Mind Probing. Info-concierge can probe the latent interest of the user and increase his/her awareness of it, and proactively provide sensible information. Through a field trial of Info-concierge using a large screen display, we confirmed the effectiveness of the techniques and their integration into Info-concierge. In the future, we will introduce Mind Probing into a facilitator system to support human-human communication and aim at the design of a novel communication environment.
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